


“Data use, stewardship and ethics”. By the end of the session the audience will have a clear 
understanding of the features that an official statistical system needs for good data stewardship, 
the presentation will cover legislative and non-legislative solutions, data ethics, and will include 
case studies of how ONS has used its powers to obtain data. Finally, we will look how statistical 

law intersects with other information laws and how to resolve any tensions that arise.
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Statistics and 
Registration Service 
Act, 2007

• The UK Statistics Authority (and the 
Office for National Statistics) has the 
statutory objective to promote and 
safeguard the production and publication 
of official statistics to “serve the public 
good”…

• …And to promote and assist statistical 
research, in particular by providing access 
to data.



Digital 
Economy Act, 
2017

• Gives Public Bodies a clear way to share data, 
for research, for the first time

• Comparable with established ONS 
approach

• UKSA to accredit Researchers, Projects and 
Processors

• ONS will be A Data Processor

• Some Public Bodies still need to be assured 
that data will be kept confidential at all times, 
and that research will only be permitted when 
judged to serve the public good



ONS Strategy
• ONS will seek to maximise research use 

of its microdata holdings, to deliver clear 
and significant public benefits.

• but…

• ONS will protect the confidentiality of 
data-subjects at all times
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Facebook mobility
relative number of journeys between local authorities, UK

Source: Facebook Data for Good via Worldpop 
Coronavirus: how people and businesses have adapted to lockdowns, ONS

Facebook and telecoms data aggregated and 
anonymised
• changes in mobility trends as lockdown restrictions 

have been introduced and eased
• vulnerable groups, e.g. over 65s
• impact of restrictions on commuting
• how far people are travelling 
• how long they spend outside their local area

More info: Using Facebook data to understand 
changing mobility patterns | Data Science Campus 
(ons.gov.uk)
Understanding mobility during the COVID-19 pandemic 
| Data Science Campus (ons.gov.uk)

https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/economicoutputandproductivity/output/articles/coronavirushowpeopleandbusinesseshaveadaptedtolockdowns/2021-03-19
https://datasciencecampus.ons.gov.uk/using-facebook-data-to-understand-changing-mobility-patterns/
https://datasciencecampus.ons.gov.uk/understanding-mobility-during-the-covid-19-pandemic/


Using Adzuna data to derive an indicator of weekly vacancies
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Faster indicators publication

• Adzuna is a comprehensive online job search engine 
that collates information from thousands of different 
sources in the UK.

• > 100 million job adverts in the time series to date 
from February 2018.

• Broken down by job category and by region, based 
on the information included in the job advert.

• Adzuna’s neural network assigns suitable categories 
to the job adverts based on each advert’s text. Vertical dashed line 

= start of lockdown

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/healthandsocialcare/conditionsanddiseases/bulletins/coronavirustheukeconomyandsocietyfasterindicators/latest#online-job-adverts
https://www.adzuna.co.uk/
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RESEARCHER JOURNEY
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Quality

Administrative data in statistics

• An accurate record?

• Quality Assurance of Administrative Data 
(QAAD)

• Communication with suppliers

• Understanding operational context

• Statistical Challenges of administrative and 
transaction data (Hand, 2018, Royal Stat. 
Soc)



Quality

• Government Data Quality Framework

• From National Data Strategy

• New Government Data Quality Hub

• Working around poor quality data

• Poor quality data → failures in 
services

• Better service delivery (& better 
statistics)



NSDEC

• The National Statistician’s Data Ethics Advisory 
Committee (NSDEC) has been established to provide 
independent advice to the National Statistician that 
the collection, access, use and sharing of data, for 
research and statistical purposes, is ethical and for 
the public good.

• provide ethical consideration of research 
proposals;

• advise on individual policies and projects against 
NSDEC’s ethical principles; and

• develop a consistent ethical framework for relevant 
projects related to official statistics
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Self-assessment framework

UKSA provide support and 

training to help researchers 

complete the self-

assessment

A consistent framework 

for self-assessment 

based on the NSDEC 

principles

Oversight by NSDEC  (all 

projects that go through 

the self-assessment are 

reported to NSDEC) 

Robust and efficient 

governance enabling timely 

ethical research
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Questions to Consider 
and Discuss:

• Is there a clear public good?

• Are there any potential 
ethical issues?

• Would you make any 
recommendations?
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Questions ? • Nicola.Shearman@statistics.gov.uk

• @muddydolphin
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